
REQUIREMENTS FOR 

PACKAGING

Packages should immobilize the 
contents, provide protection 
from impact damage, and 
provide cushioning. The 
packaging should contain the 
vegetables to make them easier 
to handle and transport. 
Packaging should be attractive 
and easy to clean.

IMPROVED 
PACKAGING for 
VEGETABLES

Handle and pack vegetables carefully 
‐‐ they are perishable and easily 
damaged. To supply good quality 
vegetables, pack in good quality 
containers to protect from damage 
and deterioration during storage and 
transportation. Good quality 
packaging reduces postharvest losses 
and improves income.CHALLENGES

Poor quality containers such as wood 
crates with rough interiors will bruise 
and damage vegetables. Up to 40% 
of the tomatoes packed in wood 
crates can be damaged and will have 
to be discarded or sold at a lower 
price. This damage can be reduced 
by using: 
• plastic crates

• small‐size crates

• lining in wooden crates

Plastic crates

PACKAGING 
RECOMMENDATIONS

Plastic crates are lighter and easier 
to keep clean. Using nesting plastic 
crates that fit into each other when 
they are empty can reduce 
transport costs for empty 
containers being delivered to the 
farm. Plastic crates reduce the level 
of damage to produce compared to 
standard wood crates.

Type of Container Damage to tomato fruit (%)

Standard Wood Crate 52.4
Plastic Crate 22.7
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Use a suitable lining material such as 
paper or woven polypropylene material. 
Perforated lining is preferable to allow 
ventilation. Lining material can reduce 
damage to tomatoes packed in wood 
crates by 7 – 18 percent.

Lining wooden crates

Wood crate with paper lining can reduce damage to 
produce stored in it. (below)

It is preferable to use smaller size 
crates that are not too deep so that 
fruit at the bottom of the container is 
not squashed. It is preferable to use 
crates that have a depth of 20 cm up 
to a maximum of 30 cm.

Smaller size crates

Smaller, shallow wood crates reduce damage of 
fruit at the bottom. Raised edges prevent the 
contents from being squashed by crates on top.
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Effect of lining tomato boxes on percentage of 
damaged fruit

With lining Without lining


